
Steve Neuhof
Owner & Founder of Hoff Eco Mercantile

What an absolute pleasure it has been working with William. He’s clear and concise on what
needs to get done in a graceful manner. He made sure to get to know my business before he
put his influence into it and that was a great touch.

He also made sure things got done in a timely manner on my end by checking and seeing how
things were coming along, which was hugely beneficial with how fast time has flown by through
this whole pandemic. Once again it was a pleasure working with him. I highly recommend his
services.

Clare McIntyre
Owner of Clare McIntyre Studio

The experience of working with William to get my website up and running was very smooth and
easy.  He’s knowledgeable about launching a website on Shopify and connecting the different
social media and SEO platforms to set up the site for success.  He guided me through the
process and helped me reach my goals along the way.

Sarah Lewis
Artist at Sarah Lewis Photography

I very much enjoyed working with William. He was very easy to work with and was professional.
He was able to guide me through the process of building my site with the template that was set
up and offered great feedback on areas that I could improve. He was always offering to touch
base and check in and I appreciated his perseverance.

http://hoffecomercantile.ca
http://claremcintyre.ca
https://lewisart.ca/


William was also very knowledgeable about the site and settings.  He was able to guide me
around the editor/settings over Zoom.  He was very detail oriented and was always checking my
page for inaccuracies.

He was always able and willing to answer any questions I had. If he didn’t have the answer right
away he was always willing to check and get back to me. In this manner, he was always
consistent and made me feel that my site was a priority for him, which I appreciated.

Deon Best
Artist at DBest Designs

Working with William was fun and engaging. He was very professional, punctual, and clear in
his communication. William’s expertise aided in the smooth online transition of my digital store.
Anytime I had questions and/or concerns, he was there to point me in the right direction and
share valuable feedback. Overall, I’m very pleased with the end product and William’s service!

Mahlet Tadesse
Owner & Founder of MBeautyShop

I have no words to explain the magnificent and professional work that William has done for me.
He totally understood what I was looking for and definitely did an excellent website for me.

https://dbestdesign.ca/
https://mbeautyshop.ca/


Ann Gordon
Owner & Founder of Natral Tingz

William was very professional and attentive to my questions and made sure that what I desired
of my website was done. He was excellent at following up and very patient in explaining and
showing how things worked on the website. He provided resources to help me understand what
needs to be done for the online store and is very knowledgeable, seeking answers during our
meetings if it was not done. I’m very grateful for his service in setting up my first online store.

Voula Carriere
Owner of Vulies TEA and CAFE

William was very easy to work with. He was punctual, knowledgeable and very patient.  He
guided me through the various steps of building my online shop and answered all questions with
ease. If he was unsure about something he was willing to find the answers and would email me
the information and relay it during the following meeting.

I’m thankful and grateful for William’s help and guidance. He made the process of building a
website less painful and stressful.

https://natraltingz.ca/
https://vuliesteandcafe.ca/

